Spatial mode multiplexing using volume holographic gratings.
We experimentally demonstrate spatial mode multiplexing of optical beams using multiplexed volume holographic gratings (MVGHs) formed in phenanthrenquinone-poly (methyl methacrylate) (PQ-PMMA) photopolymer. Multiple spatial modes of Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) beams are recorded at the same pupil area of a volume hologram resulting in MVHGs, for simultaneous reconstruction of spatial modes. In addition, a helical phase beam, a non-diffracting beam with conical phase profile, and a parabolic non-diffracting beam with cubic phase profile have also been simultaneously recorded and reconstructed from MVHGs. Utilizing Bragg wavelength degeneracy property of volume hologram these multiplexed modes are reconstructed at multiple wavelengths ranging from blue (450nm) to red (635). Due to combined effect of three-dimensional pupil, Bragg wavelength degeneracy, angular selectivity, together with spatial mode properties these, MVHGs can act as spatial mode filter with spectral filtering property. Advantages of volume holography in beam shaping are discussed. Multiple first diffraction orders with desired beam shapes obtained from the single optical element (i.e. a volume hologram with MVHGs) may find important applications in optical communication experiments, and in volume holographic imaging and microscopy. Experimental results show solid evidence that MVGHs in beam shaping provide a simple, compact, single element, and direct way to multiplex spatial modes.